UNION EUROPÉENNE DES MÉDECINS SPÉCIALISTES
EUROPEAN UNION OF MEDICAL SPECIALISTS

Network for Clinical Skills Centres in Europe (NASCE)
UEMS MJC for Clinical Skills Training and Assessment (MJC CSTA)

Date 5th FEBRUARY 2015
Time 10.00 – 17.00
Venue RCSI Dublin
123 St Stephen’s Green, Dublin 2, Ireland
Delegates NASCE council members and NASCE delegates
Executives of NASCE board and NASCE ARB
Registration Please click here for registration...

Agenda NASCE Council Meeting Dublin 2015

1000-1030 Registration/ Coffee Front Hall and Atrium RCSI
1030-1100 Welcome (Prof O Traynor)
1100-1200 ARB Business Meeting (ARB members only) Albert Theatre
1100-1200 Parallel Session (non ARB members) Clinical Skills building RCSI
Tour of RCSI laboratory with talk on the centralised surgical training in Ireland
1200-1300 Lunch Board Room RCSI
1300-1430 Scientific session (Open) Albert Theatre RCSI
Clinical skills acquisition across the world
Chairs: Paul Ridgway (RCSI), Michael Aichison (RCSE)
Speakers (15 mins each, panel discussion at the end)
- Prof Anders Bergenfelz Skills training in Europe
- Mr Dara Kavanagh Developing Modern Skills Curricula
- Dr Emin Aksoy Skills training across specialties
- Prof Sean Tierney Skills training in Africa
1430-1500 Coffee Atrium/ Board room
1430-1500 NASCE Executive Meeting Room TBC
1500-1700 NASCE Business Meeting (Council members only) Albert Theatre RCSI
1. Welcome
2. Report by the accreditation and review board (ARB)
3. Report by treasurer
4. Dissemination of information regarding NASCE
   a. Webpage
   b. Electronic platform
   c. Logo
   d. Dissemination of information by council members and national medical associations (NMA)
5. Collaboration with scientific societies
6. Istanbul meeting September 2015
7. NASCE meetings 2016
8. AOB
1700 Close